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“Clifford Algebras and their Applications in Mathematical Physics” provides a broad overview of current
topics in mathematical aspects and physical applications of Clifford (geometric) algebras. All papers presented in
this two-volume set are either well-developed original articles or review papers. All contributions have been refereed.
Both volumes are intended to be accessible to both graduate students and specialists in the general area of Clifford
algebras and their applications.

Volume 1 “Algebra and Physics” is devoted to the mathematical aspects of Clifford algebras and their applica-
tions in physics. Algebraic geometry, cohomology, non-commutative spaces, q-deformations and the related quantum
groups, and projective geometry provide more algebraic papers. Structure theory of quantum Clifford algebras, the
connection to logic, group representations and computational techniques including symbolic calculations and theorem
proving are also presented. Last multipliers, Lorentz group, and multi-vector theories of physical laws, and a twistor
approach to the spinning particle are among more physically motivated applications of the Clifford algebras. Phys-
ical applications and extensions of physical theories such as the theory of quaternionic spin, a projective theory of
hadron transformation laws and electron scattering presented in this volume, show the broad applicability of Clifford
geometric algebras in solving physical problems.

Volume 2 “Clifford Analysis” is intended to give an accurate survey of most aspects of Clifford analysis. Al-
most all topics covered in modern-day Clifford analysis are contained here. Topics range from applications such as
complex-distance potential theory, supersymmetry, and fluid dynamics to Fourier analysis, the study of boundary
value problems, applications to mathematical physics and Schwarzian derivatives in Euclidean space. Among mathe-
matical topics one will find generalized Dirac operators, holonomy groups, monogenic and hypermonogenic functions
and their derivatives, quaternionic Beltrami equations, Fourier theory under Möbius transformations, and more.

Features:

• Preface in each volume briefly summarizing each contribution

• Each contribution has an abstract, keywords, and 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification Codes (MSC)

• Chapters, thematically organized and carefully edited, which provide a balance between mathematical theory
and applications to physics

• Each contribution has been indexed and there is an index in each volume

• List of all contributors

• Figures


